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Infrastructure Health & Safety Association

Safe Practice Guide

Ropes, Rigging and Slinging Hardware

Foreword

This Guide designates the practices that should be
followed by the member firms of the Infrastructure
Health & Safety Association (IHSA) when involved in the
use of ropes, slings and rigging procedures. This
Guide is not designed as a training manual, but
contains information, best practices and general
recommendations deemed appropriate to perform a
job in a responsible and safe manner.

The contents of this Safe Practice Guide, including all
advice, recommendations and procedures, are
provided as a service by the Infrastructure Health &
Safety Association.  No representation of any kind is
made to any persons whatsoever with regard to the
accuracy, completeness or sufficiency of the informa-
tion contained herein.  Any and all use of or reliance on
this Safe Practice Guide and the information contained
herein is solely and entirely at the user's risk.  The user
also acknowledges that the safe practices described
herein may not satisfy all requirements of Ontario law.

The Infrastructure Health & Safety Association wishes
to express its appreciation to those who assisted in
the preparation of this Guide.

All rights reserved.  This publication may not be reproduced,
in whole or in part, without the express written permission of
the copyright owner.

12/05
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Safe Practice Guide

ROPES, RIGGING
AND SLINGING HARDWARE

NOTE: Metric to Imperial conversions are
approximations only.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the Guide is:

1. To make personnel involved in construction and
maintenance aware of the practical use and limita-
tion of rigging equipment.

2. To familiarize workers with the current regulations
that pertain to hoisting, and to inform them of the
safe methods of using rigging hardware and rigging
methods.

INTRODUCTION
Safety in the use of rigging equipment begins with the
proper selection of equipment, scheduled inspections,
maintenance, knowledge of established practices and
good, common sense.

This Guide is recommended for supervisory staff and
workers who are involved in hoisting and rigging
projects.

TERMINOLOGY
Ever since ropes, chains, slings and hoisting hardware
began being manufactured commercially, manufactur-
ers have been required to rate their products accord-
ing to strength.
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A manufacturer would take a new product (unused)
and subject it to destructive testing.  This measure-
ment was termed breaking strength.

Various jurisdictions around the world demanded
various safety factors according to application.  To
accommodate all situations, manufacturers supplied
safe work load (SWL) calculations.

Recently, however, safe work load terminology has
become suspect for giving the impression to the user
that the SWL indicates safety and disregards the fact
that once used, the product may not be in "like new"
condition.

A replacement term is being widely used and eventu-
ally will take over as the correct term when referring to
a device’s lifting capability.  Throughout this Guide, we
will make the transition to the new term which will be
working load limit (WLL) in anticipation of an eventual
complete transition throughout the industry.
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SECTION I
ROPES

100 GENERAL
Rope is used in the utility and contracting industries
almost every day.  It is used in construction, mainte-
nance and many other operations performed by utility
workers.

It is important that workers have a good understanding
of the different types of rope, their safe working
strengths and proper care and maintenance proce-
dures.

101 SYNTHETIC ROPES
The development of synthetic fibres has made possible
the manufacture of ropes which are greatly improved
over natural fibre ropes.

1. Polypropylene
Polypropylene is an oil base synthetic fibre that is, size
for size, approximately twice as strong as manila rope,
yet 50% lighter.

Unlike manila, polypropylene does not absorb
moisture; it is, therefore, impervious to rot, mildew and
fungus growth.  In addition, it will not freeze in sub-zero
weather and is actually stronger at freezing
temperatures.

Polypropylene is a thermoplastic material, thus it will
melt at fairly low temperatures.  It begins to soften and
weaken at approximately 93°C (200°F) and at 149°C
(300°F) is near its melting point.  For this reason, it
should not be used where it is likely to encounter
excessive heat or where friction sufficient to melt the
fibres is likely to be concentrated at one point.
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Care must be taken to ensure that no one point in
polypropylene rope is exposed to continuous friction.
Otherwise, the rope may partially melt at the point of
friction, which will result in a break or a significant
reduction in its strength; for example, a running line
passing over the same point on a stationary
polypropylene rope.

Polypropylene will initially stretch and remain
elongated by 4%.  This is called permanent stretch.  It
will stretch by 9% when used at its maximum working
load limit; this stretch usually dissipates when the
load is removed.

One factor not to be overlooked is the deterioration of
filaments from exposure to sunlight.  The ultraviolet
radiation will cause the outer filaments to become
brittle and break.  Polypropylene can be protected from
ultraviolet damage, however, and most ropes supplied
to utilities by major rope companies are protected by
an inhibitor which is injected into the raw
polypropylene plugs before they are spun into fibre.
Another deterrent to ultraviolet damage is the colour of
the rope; the darker colours having more resistance to
ultraviolet damage than the light colours.

In summary, polypropylene is easy to handle and has
excellent impact, fatigue and abrasion resistance
qualities.

2. Nylon
Nylon is approximately three times stronger than the
same size of manila rope, but its major feature is its
ability to withstand unusually high shock loads.

Shock loading refers to a rope’s ability to withstand
force applied at a rapid rate and is dependent upon
the fibre’s extensibility or stretch properties.
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Nylon elongates by approximately 23% at its rated
working load limit.  Partially because of this, it will
absorb two and a half times more energy than manila
and 16 times more than wire rope on an equal
strength basis.

The abrasion resistance of nylon is excellent.  External
abrasion rapidly produces a fuzzy appearance which is
no cause for alarm.  This fuzz actually forms a
protective coating and contributes to wear life.

Internal abrasion is minimal in nylon and it will
withstand repeated flexing over pulleys and through
sheaves much longer than other rope types.

Nylon performs better at low temperatures and is
actually 10 to 15% stronger at -40°C (-40°F) than at
21°C (70°F).

It is completely resistant to rot and mildew attack and
may be stored wet without damage.  Nylon does,
however, absorb water, up to 20% of the rope’s weight
compared to 50% for natural fibre.

3. Double Braid Rope
Double braid rope is approximately four times stronger
than manila rope, but its major features are that it is
anti-rotational in construction, contains a fully
protected inside rope and is constructed with several
combinations of synthetic filaments.

Double braid rope can be used for many purposes.  In
some uses, elongation is not a factor and nylon outer
sheath with a nylon core is preferred, however, for
applications where elongation would create problems,
such as in winch lines, other materials would be the
choice.

Typically, polyester sheath and polyester core are
selected for winch lines and block and tackle to
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minimize elongation.

Double braid rope, under normal use, should not be
considered dielectric due to its ability to absorb
moisture and entrap contaminants.

Double braid splices are intricate, therefore, only
competent splicers should be allowed to splice this
rope using the proper tools and instructions approved
by the manufacturers.

All splices must be locked using an approved method
known as a lock stitch. (See Figures #1 and #2)

Double braid rope must not be used while knots are
present in the rope.

During normal wear, the exterior sheath will exhibit

Figure #1
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fuzziness which will not affect the overall strength of
the rope.

Some live line work requires the use of rope.  Double
braid rope is the premium choice of rope for this
activity.  This rope should not be used for any other
purpose.

Double braid rope which will be used exclusively for
live line application, should be stored in a cool, dry
place.  A sealed plastic container with a sac of silica
gel, to absorb any moisture from the rope, is
recommended during storage.

The rope selected for this activity should not be
permitted to contact the ground as moisture and

Figure #2
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contaminants could cause deterioration in dielectric
and strength performance.

During live line work where rope is being used, a
tarpaulin should be placed on the ground and all rope
kept from directly contacting the ground to help ensure
its integrity.

Synthetic fibre ropes are a distinct advantage to our
industry.  With proper care, they can be much safer,
stronger, easier to handle and in the long run, less
expensive than natural fibres.

102 INSPECTING ROPE
All ropes should be carefully examined before use.

1. External Conditions
(a) Abrasions (broken fibres)
(b) Cuts
(c) Unnaturally soft (badly worn rope becomes

extremely soft and loses its resilience)
(d) Decayed or burnt by heat or chemicals
(e) Any unnatural colour or change in the lustre or

physical characteristics of the rope
(f) Variation in size or roundness of strands
(g) Ultraviolet (UV) damage which appears as

brittle exterior filaments where no apparent
cause such as abrasion is evident

2. Internal Conditions
(a) Broken fibres
(b) Fine powder (which determines the presence

of grit or other small foreign particles)
(c) Mildew or mould
(d) Any change in colour, lustre or physical

characteristic of fibres
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(e) Displacement of yarns or strands

3. At least once a month, these ropes should be
inspected to determine their condition.

Knots, bends and hitches should not be tied in one
end of the rope exclusively.  Both ends should be
used for this purpose on an alternate basis.

103 CARE OF ROPE
The life of rope depends upon the care and handling it
receives.  To avoid kinks in uncoiling new rope, the coil
should be laid flat on the floor with the inside end
down.  Pull the inside end up through the centre of the
coil and unwind counter-clockwise.  A new coil usually
has a tag on the end giving directions on removing
rope from it.  To remove the wrong end or pull it
through the coil in the wrong direction results in

placing many
kinks in the
rope and
consequent
excess strain
on the fibres.
The kinks will
remain in the
rope after
many days of
use.

Following, are
some points
to consider in
the care and
handling of all
types of rope.Figure #3
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Figure #4

1. New rope comes in a coil and usually has a tag on
the end of the rope which should be removed first.
This end of the coil should be placed on the floor
and the tag end pulled up through the centre of the
coil, unwinding in a counterclockwise direction.
(See Figure #3)

2. Once uncoiled, store rope properly and hang it on a
hook.  (See Figure #4.)  Never store rope by laying it
on the floor.

3. Do not store ropes when they are wet.  Hang them
up to dry in a well-ventilated room.

4. Dirt on the surface and imbedded in the strands
acts as an abrasive and will wear a rope out.  Clean
ropes periodically with clear water.

5. Guard against letting ropes contact chemicals,
acids, or alkalies.  Oils, washing compounds and
paint are harmful to rope.

6. Avoid kinks; if a rope is repeatedly twisted in one
direction, kinks will develop.  These kinks, pulled
through a restricted space such as a block sheave,
will
seriously
damage a
rope.
“Throw”
these
kinks out
of the rope
by twisting
in the
opposite
direction.
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7. Avoid sharp angles and bends.  When the ropes
are used on sharp corners, the inner strands are
stretched and could be broken.  Use pads on
sharp corners.

8. Reverse rope ends, particularly in blocks, and
change ends so that the rope wears evenly
throughout its length.

9. Avoid unnecessary abrasion.  Don’t drag ropes
over rough surfaces.  Abrading the outer fibres will
seriously affect the strength of the rope.

10. Ropes used for live line techniques should be
given special consideration in their storage,
handling and care.

Ropes used for live line techniques should not be
used for other types of work as the rope may
deteriorate due to mechanical overload, moisture
absorption or ingress of dirt.  If there is any doubt as
to the type or condition of a rope, it should not be
used.

11. For information on ropes in forestry and line clearing
operations, see the E&USA Safe Practice Guide,
Line Clearing Operations.

NOTE: The use of 12 mm (½ in.) nylon safety
rope by forestry line clearing personnel
meets the intent of Regulations made
under the Occupational Health and
Safety Act.
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SECTION II

WORKING LOAD LIMITS

200 GENERAL
In determining the working load limits of rope, a safety
factor of five is used.  If the average breaking point in
kg (lbs.) of a particular size and type of rope is divided
by five, the results will give the rope’s recommended
working load limit.

The following example will illustrate the reason for
using this safety factor.  Take seven identical ropes,
each rated at 13,608 kg (30,000 lbs.) breaking strength
and use each rope to lift a different size load. (See
Table 1)

TABLE 1
Breaking Strength Lifted Load Safety No. of lifts before

kg (lbs.) kg (lbs.) Factor failure (approx.)

13,608 (30,000) 2,250 (5,000) 6/1 1,000

13,608 (30,000) 2,700 (6,000) 5/1 750

13,608 (30,000) 3,150 (7,000) 4/1 500

13,608 (30,000) 4,500 (10,000) 3/1 300

13,608 (30,000) 6,804 (15,000) 2/1 100

13,608 (30,000) 9,072 (20,000) 1.5/1 25

13,608 (30,000) 12,700 (28,000) 1.1/1 5

It can be seen that the higher the safety factor used,
the longer the ropes will last.

The optimum safety factor recommended for working
with ropes is five.  Table 2 illustrates three sizes and
types of new rope and their approximate working load
limits.  Multiplying the weights given by five will give the
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approximate average breaking strength of that particu-
lar rope.

TABLE 2

Approximate Working Load Limits of New Fibre Ropes

Normal Rope Polypropylene Nylon Double Braid

    Diameter Polyester/Polyester

10 mm 225 kg 320 kg 445 kg

(3/8 in.)  (500 lbs.)  (700 lbs.)  (980 lbs.)

12 mm 375 kg 567 kg 807 kg

(½ in.) (830 lbs.) (1,250 lbs.) (1,780 lbs.)

16 mm 590 kg 900 kg 1,385 kg

(5/8 in.) (1,300 lbs.)  (2,000 lbs.) (3,050 lbs.)

 NOTE: Data included under double braid is based on premium quality

polyester sheath/polyester core rope.

Tables showing the breaking strength of various sizes
and types of rope are not always available and the rope
in use is not always in a new condition.  “A Field
Calculation” is given (Table 3) which makes allowances
for these variables and also allows for a higher safety
factor, approximately 8:1, using the metric calculations
and 7:1 using the imperial calculations.

201 FIELD CALCULATIONS
To calculate the working load limits of rope, the
following may be used.
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TABLE 3

Polypropylene Rope

Metric

Square the diameter in millimetres
and multiply by two

e.g. 12 mm rope

12 x 12 x 2 = 288 kg

Imperial

Square the number of eighths and
multiply by 40

e.g. ½ in. rope

4 x 4 x 40 = 640 lbs.

Nylon Rope

Metric

Square the diameter in millimetres
and multiply by three

e.g. 12 mm

12 x 12 x 3 = 432 kg

Imperial

Square the number of eighths and
multiply by 60

e.g. ½ in. rope

4 x 4 x 60 = 960 lbs.

Double Braid

Metric

Square the diameter in
millimetres and multiply by four

e.g. 12 mm

12 x 12 x 4 = 580 kg

Imperial

Square the number of eighths and
multiply by 80

e.g. ½ in. rope

4 x 4 x 80 = 1,280 lbs.

NOTE: The use of knots would reduce the working
load limits of polypropylene, nylon and double
braid ropes.

The recommended field calculations for the working
load limits of rope apply only to rope bought from
reputable manufacturers that are designed for utility
use with regard to strength, inhibitors to prevent
ultraviolet damage and wear characteristics.

An electrical incident occurred when a utility used
polypropylene rope which was intended for use by
fishermen.  This rope had an extruded lead core,
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which was inserted to overcome the buoyancy of the
polypropylene. Purchase all rope and hoisting hard-
ware from reputable suppliers.  Inspect ropes to
ensure their suitability for the job at hand immediately
prior to use.
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SECTION III

ROPE BLOCKS AND MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE

300 GENERAL
Having studied the working load limits of rope,
consideration should be given to the use of ropes in
block and tackle arrangements to gain a mechanical
advantage in the lifting and supporting of weights and
tensions.

The parts of a typical block are shown in Figure #5.

The selection of proper blocks is essential for the safe
manipulation of loads.  Consider the purpose for
which the blocks are purchased.  For live line
application, wooden (or perhaps plastic) blocks would
minimize electrical hazards and prevent damage by
abrasion to live line tools.

301 BLOCKS AND ROPE SIZING
The size of rope used in a set of blocks is determined
by the size of the sheave groove. (See Figure #6)

Swallows

Cheeks

Figure #5

             Sheave:
either plain, roller
bearing or self-
lubricating bushing

Breach

Hook

Inner Strap

Outer Strap

Shell
Pin

Becket

Thimble

Safety

Latch
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The diameter of the sheave should be at least six
times, and preferably, eight times greater than the rope
diameter.  This is an important consideration.  A rope
too large for the sheave will cause excessive friction
between the rope and the block, which will severely
damage the rope.  Too small a rope will cause the
rope to flatten out in the sheave, again damaging rope
fibres. (See Figure #6)  When the proper rope size is
used, the sheave grooves should allow support to
about 120° to 150° of the rope circumference.  (See
Figure #7)

The tackle ordinarily
used consists of two
blocks and a rope.
One of the blocks
always has a becket
opposite its hook or
shackle end to which
one end of the rope is
fastened.

Where both blocks
have the same number
of sheaves, the becket
is on the fixed block.
Where the number of

Figure #6 - Matching Ropes and Sheaves

Properly
matched
rope
and
sheave

Rope
is too
large -
wil l
p inch

Rope
is too
small -
wil l
flatten

Figure #7

In properly
matched
ropes and
sheaves, the
rope should
be supported
by the sheave
over an arc
of 120 to 150
degrees.
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sheaves differ, the block having the smaller number
has a becket.

Figure #8 shows two correct reeves.  Starting in each
case at the fall – number one – the reeving of the rope
over the proper sheaves can be easily followed.

Figure #8

Shackles are recommended
as standing

block fittings as they are
stronger than hooks.

Lead line should
come from centre

of block.

When blocks have
equal numbers of
sheaves, becket
should be on
upper (standing)
block.

When blocks
have unequal

numbers
of sheaves,

use the becket
on the block

having the
least number

of sheaves.
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302 METHOD FOR ATTACHING ROPE TO
BECKET BLOCK USING A BECKET BEND

NOTE: 1. An eye splice should be used with synthetic
rope.

2. The hooks on the ends of a set of blocks are
designed so that, if an overload is applied to
the blocks, the hook will begin to open when
approximately 70% of the maximum block
strength is reached.  In so doing, the hook
acts as a visible safety device to warn that
the blocks are overloaded.

When one of a pair of blocks has more than two
sheaves, the hoisting rope, or fall line, should lead
from the centre sheave to keep the hoisting strain on
the centre of the blocks.  The upper and lower blocks
will then be at right angles to each other.  This
prevents toppling and possible damage to the rope
from cutting across the edges of the block shell.

NOTE: The sheaves nearest the fall line, rotating at a
higher rate of speed, wear out more rapidly.
Special attention should be given to
examining these sheaves during regular block
maintenance.

303 DETERMINING THE PULL ON THE FALL LINE
In theory, the mechanical advantage of a set of block
and tackle is determined by the number of parts of
rope suspending the load.  For example, with four
parts of rope, 0.45 kg (1 lb.) pull on the fall line should
lift 1.8 kg (4 lbs.).  However, with the load moving, and
the ropes being pulled through sheaves, friction
reduces this advantage.  For practical purposes, there
is a loss of approximately 10% for each sheave in the
rope blocks.
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As shown in
Figure #8, the
rope passing
through a sheave
remains in
contact with the
sheave over 180°
of the sheave
surface.  This, in
effect, adds 10%
of the weight
being moved to
the amount of
force to be
overcome.

In Figure #9, the
rope is seen
passing over a
sheave, such as
in a snatch block
arrangement,
and it is in
contact with only
90° of the sheave
circumference.  This arrangement adds only 5% of the
weight being moved to the amount of force to be
overcome.

Similarly, a rope or conductor passing over a sheave,
as in a traveller during a stringing operation, adds 3%
to the weight being moved.  (See Figure #10)

NOTE:  1. Personnel should be aware of the force that
could be exerted on a sling used to secure a
snatch block, when the snatch block is
being used to change the direction of a rope

639 kg (1,410 lbs.)

453 kg (1,000 lbs.)

Figure #9

Figure #10

344 kg (760 lbs.)

453 kg
(1,000 lbs.)

90°

135°
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or cable while pulling or lifting a load (e.g.,
pulling in underground cable, raising a
transformer, sagging conductor, etc.).

The greater the change in direction, the
greater the force exerted on the sling
anchoring the snatch block.  It is
recommended that each situation be
studied to determine the amount of change
in direction and the weight to be moved.
(See Table 4)

TABLE 4

Multiplication factors for snatch block loads

Angle between Multiplication
lead and load lines factor

10 degrees 1.99
20 degrees 1.97
30 degrees 1.93
40 degrees 1.87
50 degrees 1.81
60 degrees 1.73
70 degrees 1.64
80 degrees 1.53
90 degrees 1.41

100 degrees 1.29
110 degrees 1.15
120 degrees 1.00
130 degrees 0.84
140 degrees 0.68
150 degrees 0.52
160 degrees 0.35
170 degrees 0.17
180 degrees 0.00
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2. 16 mm (5/8 in.) polypropylene rope has an
approximate working load limit of 453 kg
(1,000 lbs).  Certain situations may require
the use of a rated nylon sling.

The following formula is frequently used to determine
pull on a fall line:
  WEIGHT TO BE LIFTED + 10% FRICTION LOSS

        MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE

The formula takes into consideration a friction loss of
10% of the weight to be moved per sheave in the set of
blocks.).  Friction loss must be added into any calcula-
tion involving load, mechanical
advantage and the pull required
on a fall line.  Ten percent of the
weight being lifted must be
added to the total weight for each
sheave in a set of blocks.

Example #1 (See Figure #11)
- Transformer weighs 453 kg

(1,000 lbs.)
- Block and tackle: 3 sheaves in

each block
- Lines supporting load: 6
- Friction loss: 10% per sheave

Metric:
- Weight to be lifted: 453 kg
- Additional weight developed

by 6 sheave friction (weight to
be lifted + 10% for each
sheave): 6 X 10% = 60%;
60% X 453 kg = 272 kg

- total weight to be moved:
453 kg + 272 kg = 725 kg

Figure #11

Slin
g

Fa
ll 

Li
ne

Blocks

Sling

453 kg
(1,000 lbs.)
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- mechanical advantage of 6 sheaves: 6
- pull on fall line: 725 kg ÷ 6 = 120 kg
- stress of attachment point: 453 kg (load) + line pull

of 120 kg = 573 kg

Imperial:
- weight to be lifted: 1,000 lbs.
- additional weight developed by 6 sheaves of friction

(weight to be lifted + 10% for each sheave): 6 X 10%
= 60%; 60% X 1,000 lbs = 600 lbs.

- total weight to be moved: 1,000 + 600 = 1,600 lbs.
- mechanical advantage of 6 sheaves: 6
- pull on fall line: 1,600 lbs. ÷ 6 = 266 lbs.
- stress on attachment point: 1,000 lbs. (load) + 266

lbs. (line pull) = 1,266 lbs.

To relieve stress on the attachment point, and lessen
the pull on the fall line, reverse block and tackle and
run the fall line through a
snatch block positioned
adjacent the attachment
point.  (See Figure #12)

Example #2
- transformer weighs 453

kg (1,000 lbs.);
- block and tackle: 3

sheaves in each block;
- add one snatch block;
- lines supporting the

load: 7.
- friction loss = 10% per

sheave.

Metric:
- weight: 453 kg
- additional weight

developed by 7 sheaves
of friction (weight to be Figure #12

  sling

  snatch
   block

                                  blocks

                                    sling
 fall line

                            453 kg
                         (1,000 lbs.)
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lifted + 10% for each sheave): 7 X 10% = 70%; 70%
X 453 kg = 317 kg

- total weight to be moved: 453 kg + 317 kg = 770 kg
- mechanical advantage of 7 sheaves: 7
- pull on fall line: 770 kg ÷ 7 = 110 kg
NOTE: stress on main attachment point has been

reduced: 453 kg - 110 kg = 343 kg

IMPERIAL:  weight to be moved: 1,000 lbs.
- additional weight developed by 7 sheaves of friction

(weight to be lifted + 10% for each sheave): 7 X 10%
= 70%; 70% X 1,000 lbs. = 700 lbs.

- total weight to be moved: 1,000 + 700 = 1,700 lbs.
- mechanical advantage of 7 sheaves: 7
- pull on fall line: 1,700 lbs. ÷ 7 = 242 lbs.
NOTE: stress on main attachment point has been

reduced: 1,000 lbs - 242 lbs. = 758 lbs.

304 LUFTING BLOCKS
This is a practice whereby a worker, who finds the pull
required on a fall line of a set of blocks excessive, uses
another set of blocks
on the fall line of the
first set.  The worker
can greatly exceed the
working load limit of
the first set of blocks.
Both the rope and
block parts can easily
be overstressed and
fail, causing loss of
control of the load,
and possible injury to
personnel or damage
to equipment.  (See
Figure #13)

Travel l ing
b l o c k

Travelling block

A n c h o r
b l o c k

Anchor block

Load :
907 kg

(2,000 lbs.)

Figure #13
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KNOTS

400 DEFINITIONS

401 KNOTS, BENDS AND HITCHES

402 SPLICES

403 ROPES IN USE ON WINCHES
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SECTION IV
KNOTS

400 DEFINITIONS

The following is a list of terms and definitions used in
the handling and tying of rope.

1. In knotting, a rope has three parts:
a) Running End – is the

end of the rope with
which you are working
when you tie a knot.

b) The Standing Part – is
the inactive length of
the rope.

c) The Bight – is the
central part of the rope
between the working
end and the standing
part.  (See Figure #14)

2. Lay – the amount of twist
and the angle of the
strands in a rope.  The length
of rope used for a strand to make a 360° revolution.

3. Strand – two or more yarns of fibre twisted to-
gether, in the opposite direction, to the lay of the
rope.

4. Right Laid Rope – rope in which the twist of the
strands is counterclockwise.  When held vertically,
the strands of the rope spiral upward to the right.
(See Figure #15) The less common, left laid rope,
has an opposite, clockwise twist and the strands
spiral upward to the left when held vertically.

Figure #14

                  bight

  running end

                                       stand
           part
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5. Sling – a rope with
ends spliced or
knotted together, or
with eyes spliced or
knotted in the ends.

6. Lashing – a length of
rope used to bind
anything, or for
fastening it to a fixed or
more rigid object.

7. Fall Line – the free end
and section of a rope
to which the pull is
applied for hoisting or
moving a load.

8. Block – a frame of wood or metal, within which are
fitted sheaves or pulleys, over which a rope may be
led.  Blocks are designated as single, double,
triple, etc., according to the number of sheaves in
them.

9. Fall Block – the block, in a block and tackle, to
which pull is applied for hoisting or moving a load.

10. Travelling Block – the block, in tackle, to which the
load is attached.

11. Tackle – ropes and blocks combined for the
purpose of multiplying the pull on an object.

12. Reeving – process of passing the rope through a
set of blocks in the proper way so as to prepare for
use as tackle.

13. Whip – a tackle consisting of a single block and
rope.  Similar tackle with two blocks is a double
whip.

Figure #15
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401 KNOTS, BENDS AND HITCHES
The following information examines some of the knots,
bends, hitches and splices commonly used when
working with fibre rope, and how these can affect the
working load limits of rope.

If a knot or hitch of any type is tied in a rope, the rope’s
failure is likely to occur at that point.  Each fibre, in the
straight part of the rope, takes its share of the load; in
all knots and hitches the rope is cramped, or has a
short bend which throws an overload on those fibres on
the outside of the bend, and one fibre after another
breaks until the rope is torn apart.

The shorter the bend in the standing rope, the weaker
the knot.  Table 5 gives the approximate efficiency of
knots as a percentage of the full strength of the rope.
Figure #16 shows the effects of knots and bends on
rope strength.

NOTE: 1. Polypropylene rope has a slightly lower
rating because of its slippery nature.

2. Care must be taken when tying knots in
all synthetic ropes.  The knot should be
pre-set.
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Figure #16
Effects of knots and bends on rope strength

TABLE 4

Efficiency in % Type of Knot, Hitch or Splice

100% Dry rope in good condition (no knots)

90% Eye splice over a thimble

90% Long splice in a rope

95% Short splice in a rope

50% Round turn and half hitch

50% Bowline, slip knot, clove hitch

50% Square knot, weavers knot, sheet bend

Rope Strength = 100%

TABLE 5

Rope Strength = 50% when a knot is tied in it

Rope Strength = 50% when a bend is tied
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Some of the most commonly used knots in the
industry are:

1. Bowline (see Figure #17) – used in making
hitches of all types.  Formed in various ways,
depending upon the conditions under which the
work is done.  It is a knot of universal use – the
best known method of forming a bight that will not
slip under tension, and may be easily untied.

Figure #17 - Bowline

2. Triple Bowline (see Figure #18) – is effective for
lifting injured persons, since a third loop is available
to support the back and shoulders, as well as
individual loops for each leg.  It can also be used for
guying.

1                   2                        3                      4
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Figure #18 - Triple Bowline

3. Running Bowline (see Figure #19) – makes an
excellent slip knot or noose.  It runs freely on the
standing part, is easily untied, and is very strong
and efficient.

Figure #19 - Running Bowline

1                                2                             3

  1                               2                        3
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4. Bowline on a Bight (see Figure #20) – is intended
for use as a semi-permanent eye in the middle or
end of a rope, to engage with a hook or other similar
fastening.  This allows two ropes, instead of one, to
pass through the clevis or eye and take the wear.

Figure #20 - Bowline on a Bight

5. Clove Hitch (see Figure #21)
The clove hitch must only be used where there will
be equal tension on each part of the rope, other-
wise the hitch will slip.  To prevent slippage, use
the dead end to form two half hitches on the load
line.

Figure #21 - Clove Hitch

   1                                 2                              3
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6. Square Knot (see Figure #22) – is used to tie two
ropes together of approximately the same size.  It
will not slip and can usually be easily untied, even
after a heavy strain has been put on it.  Workers
use the square knot to bind light loads, lash poles
together, on slings to raise transformers and for
attaching blocks to poles and crossarms.

Figure #22 - Square Knot

7. Taut Rope Hitch (see Figure #23) – is intended to
be used for the following:

(a) Attaching one rope to another one supporting a
load, such as to take a hold on a rope under
tension that has a broken or cut strand.

Figure #23 - Taut Rope Hitch

  1                                  2                              3

      Step #1            Step #2           Step #3            Step #4
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(b) Snubbing a fall line in a tackle block for the
purpose of securing a new hold.  When a taut
line hitch is to be used to hold a load, a half
hitch is made on the opposite side of the taut
line hitch, to that on which the pull is expected.
This hitch is also used as a rope grab to secure
a rope lanyard to a life line.

8. Round Turn, Two Half Hitches (see Figure #24)
Referred to as the snubbing hitch, it is intended for
use in securing temporary guys and fall lines of
blocks, to a pole or tree.

9. Blackwall Hitch (see Figure #25) – is used for
attaching a load line to a lift hook.

10. Double Blackwall Hitch (see Figure #26) – is
intended for use in attaching rope to the hook of
blocks where space is limited.

Figure #24 - Round Turn, Two Half Hitches
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11. Catspaw (see Figure #27) – is useful for attaching
the middle of a rope to a hook.  It does not jam and
unties itself when removed from the hook.  It also
eliminates slippage.

402 SPLICES
Two commonly used splices:
- eye splice
- back splice (with crown knot).

Figure #25 -
Blackwall Hitch

Figure #26 - Double
Blackwall Hitch

Figure #27 - Catspaw
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NOTE: The splices illustrated apply to stranded
ropes.  When splicing braided ropes, follow
the manufacturer’s instructions.  It will be
necessary to obtain the splicing tool (FID)
used for braided rope, also available from
the manufacturer. All double braid splices
must be lock stitched. (Refer to Figures #1
and #2.)

ROPE SPLICING
A rope splice is the joining of the ends of two ropes, or
the end of the rope with the body of the rope, by
weaving the strands over and under the strands of the
other part.

Remember, even with a new rope, a splice, regardless
of the type, reduces the load carrying ability of that rope
by 10 to 15%.

If synthetic rope is to be spliced, take extra precaution
because of the large number of filaments in each yarn
and the smooth surface of the strands.  It is also
advisable to insert extra tucks to maintain full efficiency
and prevent slippage.

Care must be taken during the splicing operation to
avoid loss of twist, and to maintain the form and lay of
yarns and strands.  Owing to the smooth cylindrical
form of the synthetic fibres, yarns do not “cling” to each
other in the manner of natural fibre yarns and, accord-
ingly, care must be exercised to prevent the part of the
strands used for tucking from separating into what can
only be described as a bundle of yarns.

The normal long, short, and eye splices can be made
on synthetic ropes but, because of the smooth surfaces
of the yarns, it is necessary to insert extra tucks to
maintain full efficiency and prevent slippage.
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With short and eye splices, four full tucks, tapered to
finish with one half and one quarter tucks, will give full
efficiency.  Where very heavy and rapidly fluctuating
loads are involved, the number of full tucks can be
increased as a safety measure but, with medium-sized
and large ropes it is, at all times, advisable to taper the
splice in order to obtain maximum strength.  Well made
tapered splices on synthetic fibre ropes will yield a
strength of approximately 90% of the initial breaking
load of the rope.  (See Figure #28)

Figure #28 - Eye Splice

Here is a general guide to making secure splices:

(a) Care should be taken not to disturb the formation of
the individual strands when unlaying the rope.

(b) After the rope has been unlaid, maintain the strand
form by applying a series of half hitches to each
strand, at intervals of about 2.5 cm (1 in.), with a
twine.
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(c) Apply a greater number of tucks in synthetic fibre
ropes than you would apply to natural fibre ropes.

(d) The minimum number of tucks recommended is
five.  These can be made up of five tucks for small
ropes, and four full tucks with two tapered tucks for
medium sized or large ropes.

(e) The yarn ends of the strands should be left with
long tails, preferably not less than 5 cm (2 in.), and
simply seized to the finished rope.

When using spliced rope, never subject the splice to a
severe bend such as would occur if one were placed in
a hook throat.  The severe bending and flexing tends to
spring the splice.

The crown knot and back splice are used to prevent the
strands at the end of a rope from unlaying.  (See
Figure #29)

Figure #29 - Crown Knot and Back Splice

Tie Here

A

B C
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DOING UP RUNNING LINE
In order to save time and effort, the hand line is made
up with a double rope.

Step 1: Start from the sheave end and make a hand
coil, with a diameter of 61 cm to 76 cm (24
in. to 30 in.), in a clockwise direction.

Step 2: When the rope is coiled up, take several
turns around the coil, cinching the coil
together in the centre with the sheave end of
the rope.  Draw a bight on the rope through
the end of the rope coil, and pass the bight
over the end of the coil.

Step 3: Cinch the bight.  When completed, the loose
or sheave end should not be over 61 cm to
76 cm (24 in. to 30 in.) long.  (See Figure
#30)

Figure #30

      Step 1                     Step 2                        Step 3
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COILING UP THROW LINE FOR THROWING

Step 1: Make a coil in the throwing end of the line
from 20 cm to 30 cm (8 in. to 12 in.) in
diameter.

Step 2: Wind the fall line around the coil from one to
ten turns.  Pull a bight through one end of the
coil.

Step 3: Bring the bight up to your hand and form a
coil with the fall line.  (See Figure #31.)

Figure #31

403 ROPES IN USE ON WINCHES
Double braid ropes are the choice for winch lines in the
utility industry for several reasons.  Synthetic winch
lines are non-current carrying, non-abrasive, supple,
nonrotational, extremely pliable and have a protected
core.

This is not to say they are truly dielectric.

   Step 1                      Step 2                        Step 3
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Many factors render these ropes less than dielectric.
These factors include impregnation of contaminates
such as grease, oil, aluminum, dirt and moisture.  For
this reason, even though synthetic winch lines are
beneficial when in use near energized electrical
apparatus, direct contact with energized apparatus is
not an acceptable practice.

Double braid rope is manufactured using many
synthetic filaments.  Depending on the application,
certain filaments are more desirable than others.

For hoisting, elongation is an undesirable trait and,
since the moment the lift will take place is
unpredictable, nylon rope is not the choice for a utility
winch.

Both nylon and polyester have initial elongation during
the break-in period. Each time load is applied to nylon
rope, elongation would be approximately 17%.  Each
time load is applied to polyester rope, elongation
would be approximately 5%.  The product preferred by
utilities is polyester cover, polyester core.  Recently,
manufacturers have been adding processes to the
ropes which enhance their durability and strength.

Synthetic ropes can be obtained with urethane rope
coating, which can be colour-coded according to
strength.  Coating the rope greatly increases the
longevity of the rope by scaling out abrasive
contaminants, thereby extending the life expectancy.
Current legislation requires that synthetic rope
winches be labelled indicating supplier, date of
manufacture, material, WLL and size.

ROPE STORAGE ON A REEL
NOTE: Rope should never be allowed to pile up

above the flange of the drum.
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SHEAVE DIAMETERS & SIZES

Sheave diameters should be:

• Twisted/plaited = ten times the rope diameter

• Braided = eight times the rope diameter

• Exception: kevlar braids = 20 to 24 times the rope
diameter

To assure maximum efficiency and safety, sheaves for
braided ropes should be no less than eight times the
rope diameter.  The sheave groove diameter should be
no less than ten per cent greater than the rope
diameter.  The sheave groove should be round in
shape.  Sheaves with “V” shaped grooves should be
avoided, as they tend to pinch and damage the rope
through excessive friction and crushing of the rope
fibres.  Sheave surfaces should be kept smooth and
free of burrs and gouges.  Bearings should be
maintained to ensure smooth rotation of sheaves.
(See Figure #32)

BENDING OF RADII
Any sharp bend in a rope, under load, decreases its
strength substantially – and may cause premature
damage or failure.  Many rope users are surprised to
learn that a simple overhand knot (a series of sharp
bends) reduces rope strength by almost 60 per cent.
Rope around a square 90° bend should be down-
rated by 50 %.

The following guidelines are offered for best
performance in sizing the radius of bits, fair leads and
shocks.

Where a rope bends more than ten degrees around its
bitts or chocks, or, for that matter, is bending across
any surface – the diameter of that surface should not
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be less than three times the diameter of the rope.  In
other words, the diameter of the surface should be at
least three times the diameter of the rope.  A four to
one ratio (or larger) would be better yet, as durability of
the rope increases substantially as the diameter of the
surface over which it is worked increases.

NOTE: Winch lines with knots must never be used.
Winch lines must never be choked.

Figure #32

Minimum Sheave Diameter
To Rope Diameter

Aramids

Polyesters
Nylons
Olefins

Groove
Diameter

1.2 X Rope
Diameter

Rope
Diameter

20:1

rope
diameter

8:1
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SECTION V

SLINGS

500 GENERAL
A sling is a short length of rope, wire rope, webbing or
chain used to secure a load to a lifting hook or other
device.  Slings require special attention because they
may be subject to severe wear, cutting, crushing or
impact loading which may cause the sling to fail.  The
working load limit tables in this section include vertical
slings, choker slings and bridle slings, at various angles
to the load.

501 SLING ANGLES
Sling angles are an important factor in determining the
size and type of sling to use.

For example, a two legged sling lifting 453 kg (1,000
lbs.) will have a 226 kg (500 lbs.) load on each leg
when the sling angle is 90°.  The load will increase to
453 kg (1,000 lbs.) on each leg if the sling angle is
changed to 30°.   (See Figures #33, #34 and Table 6)
Therefore, it is recommended that slings should not be
arranged at less than 45° to the load.

Figure #33
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Figure #34

Table 6
Assumed Assumed Actual Angle Actual Load Error

Sling Load (is 5º less than [kg (lbs.) per leg] %
Angle [kg (lbs.) per leg] assumed angle)

90º 226  (500) 85º 227  (502) 0.4
75º 234  (518) 70º 241  (532) 2.8
60º 261  (577) 55º 276  (610) 5.7
45º 320  (707) 40º 352  (778) 9.1
30º 453  (1,000) 25º 536  (1,183) 18.3
15º 876  (1,932) 10º 1,306  (2,880) 49.0
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502 SLING MATERIAL
Slings are made from fibre rope, wire rope, nylon
webbing and chains.  Fibre rope is light, pliant and
easily applied in the field.  Wire rope is stronger and
more resistant to cuts and abrasion.  Nylon webbing is
light, has a good gripping quality, can be used in either
vertical, basket or choke configurations, and should be
equipped with a legible load rating stamp on the
webbing.  Steel chain slings used for hoisting should
be alloy chain, equipped with a load rating tag.   Chain
is extremely flexible, infinitely adjustable, rugged and
can withstand heat.

SYNTHETIC WEBBING SLINGS
Webbing for slings is available in a variety of synthetic
materials in widths from 2.5 to  20.3 cm (1 to 8 in.).
The webbing is lightweight and flexible, making the
slings suitable for loads of odd shapes and sizes.
These slings will handle loads up to 136,080 kg
(300,000 lbs.) and have a smooth finish that will not
mar or scratch load surfaces.

Elongation characteristics of synthetic webbing
minimize the effects of jarring and shocking.  Most
webbing slings have a coloured indicator yarn core
which assists in determining sling wear and damage.

The webbing is available with latex, neoprene or
polyurethane coatings to seal out moisture and dirt,
reduce abrasive wear, and improve gripping power.

Nylon – General purpose webbing of nylon is not
affected by grease or oil, has good resistance to
aldehydes, ethers and strong alkalis, but should not
be used with bleaching agents or at temperatures
exceeding 93° Celsius (200° Fahrenheit).  Be sure to
keep chlorine used in water treatment, or disinfection
of watermains, away from nylon slings.
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Polypropylene – Polypropylene webbing is unaffected
by acids or alkalis, but should not be used in the
presence of caustics, or at temperatures exceeding
82° Celsius (180° Fahrenheit).

Polyester – Polyester webbing slings are
recommended for use wherever acids are present, or
minimal sling stretching is necessary.  They may be
used where common acid or bleaching solutions are
present but not with concentrated sulphuric acid or
alkaline conditions.  These slings are not suitable for
use above 93° Celsius (200° Fahrenheit).

Manila – Material handling slings made of manila fibre
should be inspected frequently for signs of wear.  They
should be kept away from oil and chemicals.  When
replacing manila slings, consider selecting one of the
other synthetic material slings.

503 WORKING LOAD LIMIT TABLES
The following tables are based on loads being
symmetrical and balanced, the sling legs being of
equal length, and padded where necessary.

TABLE 7

Working Load Limits - Wire Rope Sling
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NOTES: 1. Table 7 applies to 6 x 25 Grade 119/
120 IWRC (independent wire rope core)
wire rope.

2. For fibre core wire rope slings, use 90%
of the stated values.

3. The working load limit is based on end
fittings of 100% efficiency.  Some end
fittings are less than 100%, which
means there will be a reduction in the
factor of safety.  (Minimum factor of
safety is 5:1 for rigging.)

TABLE 8

Working Load Limits - Cable Laid Wire Rope Sling

NOTES: 1. Table 8 applies to 3 x 3 x 19 cable laid
grade 110/120 wire rope.

2. For three leg slings, multiply the two leg
sling rating by one and a half; for four
leg slings, multiple by two.
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TABLE 9

Working Load Limits - Polypropylene Rope (3 Strand)

NOTES: 1. Table 9 applies to top quality rope in
good condition.

2. If knots are used, the working limits
must be reduced by one and a half.

3. For three leg slings, multiply the two leg
sling rating by one and a half; for four
leg slings, multiply by two.

TABLE 10

Working Load Limits - Nylon Webbing (Two Ply Endless Sling)

NOTES: 1.Nylon web slings are available in single
and double ply in widths of 2.5 cm to
30.4 cm (1 in. to 12 in.).

2. If nylon webbing slings are unevenly
loaded, and one edge takes most or all
of the stress, the webbing may tear.
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3.For three leg slings, multiply the two leg
sling rating by one and a half; for four
leg slings, multiply by two.

4.For sling inspection and replacement,
follow the manufacturer's
recommendations.

TABLE 11

Working Load Limits - Alloy Steel Chain

NOTE: For three leg slings, multiply the two leg
sling rating by one and a half; for four leg
slings multiply by two.

504 APPLICATION OF WORKING LOAD LIMIT
TABLES

In the foregoing working load limit tables, a sling’s
working load limit is determined by the weight to be
supported, the sling material and the particular sling
configuration used in supporting the weight.  The
location where the sling is to be used may be a
determining factor as to what type of sling should be
used; whether a conductive or non-conductive material
(in close proximity to energized equipment).
NOTE: Conductive winch cable shall not be used in

locations where contact with energized
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equipment could occur unless:

(a) the cable is rigged a sufficient distance
below energized equipment to prevent
the possibility of electrical contact
between the equipment and the cable; or

(b) when the cable is adequately grounded
and where all crew members are using
rubber gloves and other protective
devices and approved live line techniques.
(See the Electrical Utility Safety Rules).

505 CARE AND USE OF SLINGS
1. Slings should be inspected regularly for signs of

excessive wear, damage or deterioration.

2. Changes in sling angle drastically affect the
loading.

3. Failure to provide blocking or protective pads will
permit sharp corners to cut slings.

4. Pulling slings from under loads will result in
abrasion and kinking.

5. Dropping loads on slings, or running equipment
over them, will cause crushing.

6. Sudden starts and stops when lifting and lowering
loads will cause harmful shock loading.

7. Improper storage can result in unnecessary
deterioration.

NOTE: 1. Slings made of nonconducting materials
have no dielectric rating.

2. When using slings, exercise caution;  you
may be developing unknown loads under
less than ideal circumstances, using less
than perfect equipment.
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SECTION VI

CHAINS

600 GENERAL
Steel chains are best suited for some rigging jobs.
They have good flexibility and defects are relatively
easy to detect.  Some disadvantages are: chains with
breaking strength equal to wire rope are somewhat
heavier, and chain is less resistant to shock loading
and may break with little or no warning.

NOTE: Chains should not be used where contact
could be made with energized equipment.

The strength of steel chain is determined by the grade
of steel, type of construction and diameter of the bar
forming each link.

601 GRADES
Since alloy steel is heat treated, welding on alloy steel
is not permitted.  Only non-weldable fittings, or factory
installed fittings may be used.

Alloy steel chain is the strongest chain made, and is
the only chain to be used for hoisting.  (See Figure
#35)

Figure #35

A
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602 STRENGTH
Table 12 shows the working load limits of a single
chain.  The working load limits for alloy steel chains
used as a sling or choker are shown in the previous
section.

TABLE 12

Maximum Working Load Limits - Single Chain

603 CHAIN FITTINGS
Chain fittings are available in carbon and alloy steel,
and are designed to match the strength of the chain.

Whenever possible, fittings with the working load limit
and degrees for sling angle stamped on them should be
used.

604 HOOKS
There are several types of hooks used with chain and
they are designed for specific applications – do not
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use grab or slip hooks as sling hooks.  (See Figure
#36)

1. A grab hook is used to grip on a link of a chain.

2. A slip or slide hook is used to slip along a chain to
form a bight.

3. A sling or load hook is used for overhead lifting with
slings or eye bolts and usually with safety latch.

Figure #36

605 INSPECTION OF CHAINS
Before any chain sling is placed in service, record its
serial number, in service date and exact length.  This
information should be kept in the log book dedicated
to hoisting equipment.

All chains should be inspected at least once a month
for signs of defects or wear.  A chain that has been
subjected to impact or shock loading should be
inspected for damage prior to it going back into
service.

When inspecting the chain, examine each link

Eye Grab Hook

Eye Slip Hook

Clevis Grab Hook

Eye Sling Hook
and Safety Latch

Clevis Slip Hook
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carefully.  A chain is
only as strong at its
weakest link.

Following, is a
recommended
method for chain
inspection.

1. Clean the chain
thoroughly
using a grease
cutting solvent,
if required.

2. Stretch it out in a clean, well-lit area.

3. Look for elongated or stretched links.
(See Figure #37)

4. Look for bent, twisted or damaged links.
(See Figure #38.)

Figure #38

5. Look for cracked links – if cracks are found, the
chain should be removed from service.

6. Look for gouges, chips, scores or cuts in each link.
(See Figure #39)

7. Look for small dents, peen marks and bright
polished surfaces on the links.  These could

Stretched link

Links
tend to
close up
and
elongate

Figure #37

New link

Bent Bent Twisted
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indicate that the
chain has been
hardened or fa-
tigued.

8. Lifted fins at welds
indicate severe
overloading and that
the chain should be removed from service.

9. Look for severe
corrosion and any
measurable loss of material.

10. Look for link wear at the point where links bear on
each other.  (See Figure #40)

11. Look for any signs of electrical arcing, which would
have gouged the links and caused overheating to
anneal the metal.

Figure #40

606 REPAIR LINKS
Only alloy chains may be used for hoisting.  Since alloy
chain has been heat treated and quenched, it cannot
be welded.

Chain repair, or adding accessories, must be done with
approved hardware.

Figure #39

Extreme wear at
bearing surfaces

Wear
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Coupling links with strength equal to alloy steel chain
are available for attaching hooks or rings to chains.

607 MASTER RINGS
Many chains are made up with rings or pear-shaped
links.  Tables #13 and #14 for working load limits are
based on a single line pull, using forged steel weldless
fittings.

   Working Load Limits    Working Load Limits
   Rings      Pear-Shaped Link

             Figure #41                          Figure #42

TABLE 13

Working Load Limits - Rings
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TABLE 14

Working Load Limits - Pear-Shaped Links
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SECTION VII
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SECTION VII
SHACKLES, EYE BOLTS AND TURNBUCKLES

700 GENERAL
The various fittings used with wire rope and steel
chains to lift or hold loads are load rated, and the most
commonly used are shackles, eye bolts and
turnbuckles.

701 SHACKLES
Shackles are available with keyed pins or threaded
pins.  The pin diameter of both types is 3.2 mm (1/8 in.)
larger than the shackle size for 1.8 to 15.4 tonnes (2 to
17 tons) and 6.3 mm (1/4 in.) larger in the larger
shackle sizes.  Chain and anchor shackles of equal
size have the same inside width at the pin, but are
formed differently at the bow.  (See Figure #43)

Figure #43 -Typical Shackles
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TABLE 15

Load Rated Shackles

Load rated shackles will have the shackle size and
working load stamped on the shackle.
(See Table #15)

SHACKLE SIZE
WORKING LOAD

LIMITS

mm (inches) tonnes (tons)

13 (1/2) 1.8 (2)

16 (5/8) 2.9 (3-1/4)

19 (3/4) 4.3 (4-3/4)

22 (7/8) 5.9 (6-1/2)

25 (1) 7.7 (8-1/2)

28 (1-1/8) 8.6 (9-1/2)

32 (1-1/4) 10.8 (12)

35 (1-3/8) 12.2 (13-1/2)

38 (1-1/2) 15.4 (17)

44 (1-3/4) 19.8 (22)

51 (2) 31.7 (35)

63 (2-1/2) 45.3 (50)

76 (3) 67.5 (75)
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702 EYE BOLTS
Eye bolts are often installed on loads to be lifted.  They
must be forged steel and shouldered.  When the eye
bolts are installed, the shoulder should be at right
angles to the tapped hole, and the shoulders in contact
with the load.  Washers may be installed to ensure the
shoulders are set firmly.  The tapped hole should have
a minimum depth of one and a half times the bolt
diameter and be a good fit for the threaded shank of the
eye bolt.

TABLE 16

Working Load Limits -
Carbon Steel Shouldered Eye Bolts

NOTES:

1. Loading must be applied in the plane of the eye
so that the eye bolt does not bend sideways.

2. Angles of less than 45° should not be used.
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3. The minimum depth of engaged thread should
be one and a half times the bolt diameter.

Figure #44

703 TURNBUCKLES
Turnbuckles and wire rope are commonly used to hold
loads from shifting.  (See Figure #45) Should the load
settle and allow slack in the wire rope, the turnbuckle
is turned until the proper tension is restored.  Shock
loading, caused by sudden load shifting, may be
avoided by regularly checking the tension at the
turnbuckle.

The working load limit is determined by the weakest
end fitting and the diameter of the threaded end is the
listed size.  (See Table 17)

Correct for Shoulder Type Eye & Ring Bolts
(providing loads are reduced to account for angular loading)

Nut must
be

properly
torqued

Ensure
that bolt

is
tightened
into place

Ensure
that

tapped
hole is
deep

enough

Pack with
washers
to ensure
that
shoulder
is firmly
in contact
with
surface Shoulder

must be in
full contact

with surface
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Figure #45

TABLE 17

Working Load Limits - Turnbuckles

Eye              Jaw     Stub   Hook
              (has reduced

capacity) Hook and Eye Combination

Hook and Hook Combination

Jaw and Jaw Combination

Jaw and Eye Combination
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SECTION VII

WIRE ROPE

800 GENERAL
Wire rope consists
of a number of
wires laid into
strands and a
number of strands
laid around a
centre core.  The
flexibility and
strength of wire
rope is affected by
the grade of steel,
size of wire,
number of wires in
a strand, number of
strands in a rope
and the type of
core.  (See Figure
#46)

801 CARE AND USE OF WIRE ROPE
As wire rope is used in utility operations, this section
will cover its proper care and usage.

The following list contains points to consider in the
proper care and maintenance of wire rope, so that its
useful safe working life can be utilized to the maximum.

1. Measure to determine wear.  (See Figure #47)

2. Never use wire rope that has been cut, badly
kinked or crushed.  (See Figures #48 and #49)

Figure #46

Wire Rope

L

A

Y

Wire rope

Core

             Wire

 Centre
                   Wire

           Strand
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Figure #47

3. Avoid kinks and prevent loops in slack lines from
being pulled tight.

4. Keep wire rope clean and lubricated.

Figure #48 - kinked ropes

Figure #49 - "Bird Caging"

 right                                wrong
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Figure #50

5. Use sheaves and
drums of adequate
diameter.  Replace
defective sheaves and
keep sheaves
aligned.

6. Use padding or
blocks at sharp
corners.
(See Figure #50)

7. Watch for local wear.
Premature wear at
one spot is common
and may be prevented
if the cause is detected.

8. Avoid overwinding or cross winding wire rope on
drums.

9.  Avoid shock loading and never overload a wire rope.

NOTE: Conductive winch cables and slings should
not be used in locations where contact with
energized equipment can occur.

802 SHEAVE DIAMETER AND GROOVES
The life of wire ropes operating over sheaves is
affected by the ratio of rope diameter to sheave
diameter at the base of the groove.  Small sheaves
result in excessive flexing of the wires which can lead
to early failure (e.g., when the sheave to rope diameter
ratio is 23 instead of 30, the life of the wire rope is
reduced by half).

1. Groove diameter of sheaves also affects the life of
the wire rope.  When the groove diameter is too
large, the operating tension flattens or distorts the
individual wires, which increases fatigue.  (See
Figure #51)
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Figure #51

2. When the groove diameter is too small, the
operating tension forces the rope into the groove
and the rotation of the sheave is restricted.  As a
result, the wire rope is subjected to abrasive wear.
This condition may arise when new wire rope is
installed over old sheaves.  (See Figure #52)

Figure #52

3. When the groove diameter is slightly larger than
the wire rope, the wire rope is supported by
approximately 120° to 150°.  The distortion of the
wire rope is minimized and the sheave rotation is
normal.  (See Figure #53)

Observe the groove to
clearly see whether the
contour of the gauge
matches the contour of
the bottom of the groove.

A sheave badly corrugated by
the rope's "print" - a condition
which could seriously damage
the wire rope.

Improper

Check grooves for
proper size.

A properly fitted sheave
groove should support

the rope over 135 - 150
degrees of rope
circumference.

Properly
matched
rope and
sheave

Rope is
too large
- will
pinch

Rope is
too small
- will
flatten

Check flanges for
wear, chips and

cracks.

     Check sheave
       grooves for
           wear.

Check bearings
for wobble,
lubrication and
ease of rotation.
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Figure #53

803 HANDLING OF WIRE ROPE
1. Avoid dropping reels of wire rope when unloading.

2. Wire rope should be stored under cover in a clean,
dry area and supported off the ground by cribbing.

3. When unreeling or uncoiling wire rope, the reel or
coil should rotate as the wire rope unwinds.

4. When wire rope is wound on a drum, it should bend
the same way as when on the reel.  To avoid a
reverse bend when reeling wire rope from a reel to
a drum, always reel from top to top or bottom to
bottom.  (See Figure #54)

Figure #54

If rope is
too small
  for
sheave ...

     an
undersized
groove
will be cut.

If another
correctly sized
rope is
installed, it
wil l  be
severely
damaged by
undersized
groove.

                       WRONG                                                     WRONG

                       RIGHT                                                          RIGHT
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804 SELECTING WIRE ROPE

To satisfy the various needs for wire rope use, a wide
variety of construction configurations exist.  Some wire
rope would not be suitable for use in the utility industry.

Ultimately, the selection of the proper construction
configuration is the responsibility of the user.

Choices of the proper type wire rope depend on the
capacity of the boom, the amount of flex in the rope that
is required and the number of layers which will be on
the winch drum.

Historically, the utility industry uses fibre core wire rope
that frequently displays symptoms of crushing.  This
occurs in many ways, such as more than two layers on
the drum and random storage.

When more than two layers of wire rope are placed on
a drum, Independent Wire Rope Core (IWRC) should
be the choice.  Regardless of the type of wire rope
used, great care should be taken not to allow crosso-
vers on the drum.

805 CABLE LUBRICATION

Manufacturers lubricate the wire rope, however, wire
rope exposed to the elements, road salts and allowed
to contact the earth should be additionally lubricated.

NOTE: Lubrication only takes place when the
lubricant contacts the wire.  Clean first.
Never use old motor oil.
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Figure #55

Cleaning may be accomplished using the method
shown in Figure #55.

Once clean, the wire rope should be lubricated (see
Figure #56) with a lubricant having the following
characteristics:

- corrosion repellant -  high pressure flow
characteristics

- water repellant - adhesiveness and an
affinity for steel

Air blast drying

Wire
brushes

Bath of penetrating
cleaner

Brush application

Drip and swab
application

Figure #56

Compressed air
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Right                             Wrong

- penetrating ability - plastic coating

- chemically neutral - temperature stability

806 WINDING WIRE ROPE ON A DRUM

1. When starting wire rope on a drum, the wire rope
should be attached at the correct location and the
loops of wire rope spooled evenly and snugly
against each other in even layers.
(See Figure #57)

2. Improper winding on a drum will result in
excessive wear or distortion, as the loaded rope
attempts to climb over the next wrap or binds in the
bottom layer.

3. To obtain good drum winding, the wire rope must
start from the proper flange.  This depends on the
lay of the wire rope and whether the wire rope is to
lead from the top or the bottom of the drum.

807 WIRE ROPE FITTINGS
The efficiency of the end fitting is very important in the
strength rating of wire rope.  Common methods for

Figure #57
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Figure #59

attaching fittings and the
efficiency of each method is
explained below.

1. A wedge socket is a
mechanical wedge that
terminates wire rope.
Correctly installed, with the
load line in a straight line pull
with the eye of the socket (as
shown in Figure #58), the
wedge socket is 70%
efficient.

2. A flemish eye splice is a
simple, reliable eye splice
for field or shop use.  The
efficiency depends mainly
on the friction developed
between the strands and
the restraining of the strand
ends.  (See Figure #59)

3. U-bolt clips and double
saddle slips are commonly
used to form eyes in wire
rope.  When the
recommended size and
number of clips are correctly
installed, and the wire rope
properly seized, clip type
eyes are 80% efficient.

Refer to Figure #60 for the
correct and incorrect
installation.

Figure #58
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Wrong: U-bolt and all clips on live end of rope

Figure #60

808 INSTALLATION OF WIRE ROPE CLIPS
The wire rope should be properly seized before the
eye is formed.  Turn back the indicated length of wire
rope, past the eye, and install the first clip a distance of
four times the rope diameter from the short end, with
the U-bolts on the shortest end side.  (Refer to Table
18)

Alternately, tighten the nuts until the proper torque is

Wrong: Do not stagger clips

Correct: U-bolt and all clips on dead end of rope
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STEP 1: APPLY FIRST CLIP - one base width from dead end of
wire rope - U-bolt over dead end - live end rests in clip saddle.
Tighten nuts evenly to recommended torque.

STEP 2: APPLY SECOND CLIP - nearest loop as possible -
U-bolt over dead end - turn on nuts firm but DO NOT TIGHTEN.

STEP 3: ALL OTHER CLIPS - space equally between first two.

STEP 4: Apply tension and tighten all nuts to recommended torque.

Figure #61

Apply

Tension

Apply

Tension

STEP 5: Recheck nut torque after rope has been in operation.
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reached.  Apply a clip at the base of the eye and space
the remaining clips evenly.  Snug each clip in place.
Take up the slack in the wire rope and tighten all clips
to the proper torque.  All clips should be inspected and
retightened periodically.  (See Figure #61)

NOTE: Always place the saddle portion of the cable
clip over the live rope.  “Never saddle a dead
horse”.

Remember the following points:

1. Table 18 applies to drop forged clips only.

2. Always use the recommended number of clips.

3. Do not use deformed or worn clips should not be
used.

4. Use thimble eyes where possible.

5. Clip spacing (centre to centre) is six times the rope
diameter.

TABLE 18

U-Bolt and Cable Clips
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6. Torque is force times distance -
e.g., 29 kg (65 lbs.) applied on a 30 cm (1 ft.)
wrench = 9 kg/m (65 ft./lb.).

14 kg (32 lbs.) applied on a 60 cm (2 ft.)
wrench = 9 kg/m (65 ft./lb.).

7.  Install the U-bolt against the short end of cable, as
the U-bolt distorts and weakens the wire rope.

809 DOUBLE SADDLE CLIPS

NOTE: 1.Some torque requirements for double saddle
clips (as shown in Figure #62) are different
than for U-bolt clips because of the difference
in bolt size.  (See Table 19)

2.Clip spacing is six times the rope diameter.

Figure #62
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TABLE 19

Double Saddle Clips

810 SEIZING AND CUTTING WIRE ROPE
Wire rope should be properly seized before cutting.
There are two seizing methods.  (See Figures #63 and
#64)

1. Use a soft annealed seizing wire.  Place one end
in the valley between two strands.  The long end is
turned at right angles to the wire rope and wound,
in close and tight turns, around the seizing wire
and wire rope several times.  The two ends are
twisted together, pulling until the seizing is tight.

2. The other method is simply winding the seizing
wire around the wire rope and twisting the two
ends together at the centre of the seizing until the
seizing is tight.
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Figure #63

Figure #64

Wire rope should be seized on both sides of the cut,
preferably two on each side.  Common methods of
cutting wire rope are by mechanical shears, abrasive
wheel, flame cutting, cold chisels and hack saw.

1                              2                          3

4                                     5                           6
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SECTION IX

LIFTING AND HOISTING DEVICES

900 CHAIN HOISTS

Hand operated chain hoists may be:

- spur-geared, endless chain operated
- worm-geared, endless chain operated
- differential, endless chain operated
- lever operated

(See Figure #65)

Figure #65

Spur and worm geared hoists are furnished with
hand and load chains, and are operated by pulling the

Spur-Geared, Endless
Chain Operated Hoist

Worm-Geared,
Chain Operated Hoist

Differential Hoist Lever Operated Hoist
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hand chain.  Differential hoists have a single endless
chain, which is used for both lowering and lifting
operations.  Lever operated hoists are operated by a
hand lever or handle.  Generally, endless chain hoists
are used for hoisting and lever operated hoists are
used for pulling loads from vertical to horizontal.

Endless chain hoists are operated from below and the
operator can control the load.  They are not provided
with a control for free chain operation and the hook is
raised or lowered by pulling the operating chain.

Worm geared and differential hoists have sufficient
internal friction to prevent “running away” when
lowering loads within the manufacturer’s limitations.
Spur geared hoists are usually provided with a
loadbrake in the mechanism.

Lever operated hoists are used extensively in
construction and maintenance.  Capacities vary from
0.67 tonne (3/4 ton) to 5.4 tonne (6 tons) and they are
available in a loadbrake (friction disc) or a ratchet and
pawl design.

The loadbrake type depends on frictional resistance of
the brake disc.  Therefore, the brake faces must be dry,
clean and free from oil and grease at all times.

When using a ratchet hoist, the load is held by the
hand lever during the lifting or lowering stroke and, if
accidentally released, the lever will swing back
forcefully.  Accidental release of the lever may result in
self-ratcheting until the load bottoms, however, some
units are designed to prevent self-ratcheting.

Ratchet and pawl types do not require as much
attention as the loadbrake type; their operation is not
affected by oil or grease.

Wire rope tensioners or cable type hoists are
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operated manually by a lever.  (See
Figure #66)  They are available in
0.9, 1.8 and 3.6 tonne (1, 2 and 3
ton) capacities and are used with
7.9 mm (5/16 in.), 11.1 mm (7/16 in.)
and 15.8 mm (5/8 in.) wire rope
respectively.  Wire rope of unlimited
length, or an endless wire rope loop
may be used, making pulls of any
length possible.  The hoist may be
used vertically or horizontally and
can be reversed under load.
General hazards exist with the use
of wire rope hoists.
1. Many of the hoists available do

not have sufficient capacity for
utility work.

2. The wire rope, as it becomes
frayed from use, forms sharp projections which
can puncture rubber gloves.

3. The sharp projections can break off and become
imbedded in the leather protectors and puncture
the rubber gloves at a later time.

4. The hoists and wire rope being conductive, present
a hazard when used on, or in the vicinity of,
energized conductors.

901 WEB HOISTS
Web hoist – a lever operated hoist of a specialized
nature.  It has a handle of nonconductive material and,
instead of a chain or wire rope, it has nylon or
polyester webbing.  (See Figure #67)

NOTE: Polyester will display a contrasting colour
stitch on the centre line of the material.  This

Figure #66
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and the conductive feature make the web hoist
highly desirable for use in live line work.  When
used for this purpose, it should be maintained
as a live line tool and not used in such a manner
as to be detrimental to its application as a live
line tool (e.g., tensioning guy wires, securing a
load of poles, etc.).

The webbing should be inspected
frequently to ensure that it is in
good condition, free of cuts or nicks
and wear, which could adversely
affect its load rating.
1. Follow the manufacturer’s

recommendations for servicing
and repairs.

2. A modified web hoist is avail-
able which can be operated
implementing the live line tool
technique.

Caution
When using web hoists, many
people mistakenly consider them
to be fully insulated.  Serious injury
could occur should a worker contact the metal
components of the hoist if in contact with an energized
phase.

Hoist and Sling Webbing
The webbing of these hoists and slings are exposed
daily to contamination (road salt, pollution, oil, grease,
dirt, moisture, high humidity, etc.).  Connecting the
hoist to a crossarm and an energized conductor
should never be done.  This practice could result in the
webbing carrying sufficient current to melt the web-
bing, causing it to fail.  The current could be of

Figure #67
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Figure #68

sufficient value to
cause electrical shock
to a worker.

Figures #68 and #69
show two
recommended
alternatives for the
safe operation of this
type of hoist.  An
insulated link stick
has been added to
isolate the hoist from
a second point of
contact.  By using
either the insulated
pole platform (see
Figure #68) or the

grip-all clamp stick (see Figure #69), the worker is
removed from a
possible second
point of contact.

902 LOAD
BINDERS

Load binders are
used to tighten
chains or other
strapping when
securing loads on
trucks or other
vehicles.  They are
proof loaded and
the capacity is
usually marked on Figure #69
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them.  The largest size of
chain they may be used on
should be stamped on the
hook.  (See Figure #70)

Load binders are not to be
used for hoisting and the
hook points are not to be
used for holding or
supporting loads.

Care must be taken when
installing this type of load
binder.  An improperly installed binder can snap back
with great force, causing the possibility of personal
injury to the operator.  A pipe extension used on the
handle to close the load binder may overload the chain
or destroy the load binder and should not be used.

903 PORTABLE POLE BINDERS

1. Cable Type – (Figure #71) This unit is compact and
simple.  The pawl and ratchet arrangement
provides a safe binding that may be tightened or
slackened without the danger of losing the load.
The drum holds 5.5 m
(18 ft.) of 7.9 mm (5/16
in.) cable.  It is installed
with the use of a steel
bar to tighten the load.
For safe operation, the
cable and pawl and
ratchet assembly
should be checked for
any signs of wear and
replaced if necessary.

Figure #70

Figure #71
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2. Web Type – (Figure
#72)  This binder is
available in two different
load ratings – 2,268 kg
and 4,536 kg (5,000 lbs.
and 10,000 lbs.).  It has
a hand operated ratchet
for tightening the strap
around the load.  To
operate, the free end is
passed through the open-
ing in the spindle, the slack pulled through the
spindle, and by operating the handle, the webbing
is tightened
around the load.
(Because of the
flat nylon webbing,
it can be used to
bind a wide variety
of loads.)

Figure #73 shows
that the web type
binder can be used to
fasten a broken pole
to a new pole.  By
placing a piece of
crossarm or wood
block between the
poles, a worker can
easily install the pole
strap around the new
pole.

Figure #72

Figure #73

         web strap

          wood block

                                         new
          break                                                pole
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904 MAINTENANCE AND CARE OF HOISTS
Hoists are designed to provide rugged, dependable
service.  Initiating a program of inspection, cleaning
and repair will increase the service life of the hoist.
Hoists should be inspected yearly and tagged.

Time intervals between routine cleaning and
inspection will depend entirely upon frequency and
severity of usage, and the environment in which the
hoist is operated.

NOTE: Any hoist not functioning properly or showing
external damage should be tagged defective
and sent for repairs.

Personnel doing repairs and maintenance on hoists
should have a thorough knowledge of the operation of
the hoist, as well as being trained in its maintenance
procedures.

905 PROCEDURE FOR HOIST MAINTENANCE

1. Thoroughly examine the exterior hoist parts for
damage.  Check hooks for binding or opening
caused by incorrectly loading the hook tip or
overloading.  Replace if hooks are bent or opened.
For swivel hooks, check bearings for wear.  On all
models, check all castings for wear, taking
corrective measures if necessary.

2. Disassemble hoists carefully; refer to the
manufacturer’s instructions.  Wash all parts in an
approved cleaner, remove all oxides and foreign
material.  Examine the mechanism for damage, or
excessively worn parts.  Replace all parts showing
evidence of excessive wear or indications of
damage.
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3. After repairs or routine cleaning, the hardened
steel parts should be lightly lubricated.  Grease
can retain dirt which can affect the safe operation of
the hoist, particularly during extreme temperatures.
Some manufacturers recommend using a dry film
lubricant.  Graphite lubricant should not be used
liberally on web hoists, otherwise the strap and
handle could become contaminated.

4. Reassemble the unit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

5. Check operation of the hoist thoroughly by lifting
and lowering a heavy weight (rated load preferred).
Check lifting and lowering operations by operating
the hoist in the two positions of operation, that is,
using both downward and upward strokes to lift
and lower the test load.

Any hoist not functioning properly after servicing
and/or disassembly, where the reason for the
malfunction cannot be determined, should be
returned to the manufacturer.

6. A record of the date of inspection and any
necessary repairs made should be kept.

906 DOs and DON’Ts WITH HOISTS

1. Do not use any hoist to bind a load down.  Proper
fasteners are available.  (See load binders).

2. Do not pull the webbing of a web type hoist over
sharp objects (e.g., broken insulators).

3. Frequently inspect webbing or chain for wear.

4. Keep clean and dry.

5. Regular inspection, cleaning and lubricating
should be performed.  The time interval depends
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Figure #74

on the conditions in which the hoist is used.  For
example, sandy or dusty areas will dictate frequent
servicing.

6. When lowering a light or bouncing load, do not flip
or otherwise cause the handle to become self-
ratcheting.  Allowing the handle to self-ratchet
causes undue wear on the stop areas and
reduces the lift life of the hoist.  In addition, the free
ratcheting handle could strike the operator.

7. When operating the handle, it is not necessary to
slam the handle past the ratcheting position.
Constant impact will increase the wear of the hoist
mechanism.

8. If at anytime the operator suspects the hoist is not
functioning properly, return for service.

9. Do not overload the hoist.  Follow the
manufacturer’s load rating for each unit.

10. Do not use web hoists for pulling guy wires.

11. On hoists equipped with safety links (see Figure
#74), only the proper replacement link should be
used if the original becomes damaged for any
reason.  This link is used to prevent over-stressing
of the hoist
and an
improper or
makeshift
link could
cause the
hoist to
become
damaged.

safety link
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